ActivPanel Elements Series

The Heart of the Digital Classroom
The new ActivPanel Elements™ series continues Promethean’s 20+ year tradition of developing purpose-built products that are designed by teachers for teachers. Thoughtfully crafted from the ground up, the ActivPanel Elements series is based on extensive user research to deliver innovation and ease-of-use that matters to teachers and students, as well as the security and manageability trusted by IT professionals and administrators.

Purposefully Designed for the Classroom

Available in 2 Exciting New Models

Our Most Powerful, Teacher-Friendly Classroom Solution
70” 4K, 75” 4K, 86” 4K

All the Essentials, All-In-One, and Value Focused
65” 4K, 75” 4K, 86” 4K
Teacher-Friendly and Incredibly Easy to Use

The ActivPanel Elements series features a new Unified Menu that places all the most commonly used tools right at teachers’ fingertips. It’s always accessible and allows teachers to move seamlessly between content and resources without disrupting the flow of lessons. Providing one place to go for all of a teacher’s favorite apps, tools, and files, the Elements series delivers Promethean’s most intuitive navigation experience to date.

All apps, files, and settings are just one touch away.
Discover New Ways to Engage

The ActivPanel Elements series includes Classroom Essential apps and a variety of teaching tools - all available at the touch of a button. Use the infinite canvas on the highly intuitive Whiteboard app to instantly supplement lessons. Draw, highlight, and annotate over any content from any source, and add excitement to any lesson or activity with the customizable Spinner and Timer apps.

Invite Collaboration with Screen Sharing

ActivPanel’s controlled, multi-device mirroring lets teachers and students collaborate from anywhere in the classroom by connecting smartphones, Chromebooks, tablets, and laptops.
A Writing Experience Without Limitations

Promethean’s Vellum™ writing technology delivers the industry’s most natural writing experience. Free from the disruptions of lag and false strokes, Vellum technology creates a smooth writing performance enabling teachers and students to interact instinctively - like a dry erase whiteboard, only better.

Tested and Built for IT Support and Security

The onboard Android™ 8 operating system delivers a new level of speed, security, and reliability.

Enhanced over-the-air updates reduce the time and effort needed to make software and firmware updates.

All included software, apps, and platform services are purposefully designed for ongoing enhancements.

The Elements series is ENERGY STAR® certified to help reduce operating costs and the impact on the environment.*

*All models up to 86” are ENERGY STAR certified.
Inspire Participation with Powerful Lesson Delivery Software

Deliver engaging, interactive lessons using your choice of Promethean’s award-winning educational software solutions. ClassFlow® and ActivInspire® are created and supported by Promethean, designed by teachers for teachers, and are included with the purchase of the ActivPanel Elements series with no annual subscription required.

Seamless and Certified Access to a Rich Library of Google Play Store Apps

The new Promethean Chromebox™ is the perfect solution for extending an existing Chrome OS™ ecosystem to the ActivPanel Elements series, providing certified and seamless access to preferred apps from the Google Play Store. View and launch downloaded apps directly from the ActivPanel’s Unified Menu with one-click access and no need for source switching.
Award-Winning Professional Development

Offering personalized training by teachers, Promethean’s highly-motivated team of professional development consultants comes with a wide variety of certifications and many years of teaching and educational leadership experience. Their dynamic approach to training is designed to ensure successful implementation of Promethean technology and promote student achievement in today’s modern classrooms.

Versatile Accessories for the Classroom

Promethean offers flexible computing options including Chrome OS and Windows® so schools can choose the operating system that works best for their IT ecosystem.

Create the ideal mounting solution based on instructional needs with a fixed wall mount, height-adjustable wall mount, height-adjustable mobile stand, or a fixed-height mobile stand.
Why do we do what we do? For over 20 years education has been, and always will be what fuels our passions. We are teachers and we are students.

We believe in the potential of technology. At Promethean, our goal is to reimagine and reinvent educational technologies that empower the classroom. We do it all for the love of learning.